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Smashing Magazine

MacBook Pro

Movember Calendar

Services
Digital Calendar Creation

 

Target Audience
Smashing Magazine’s already established audience of artists, designers, and creatives. 

Description
Every month Smashing Magazine holds a desktop wallpaper contest. Tides Creative 

submitted this piece celebrating Movember for the month of November 2012. 

“Movember is a moustache growing charity event held during the month of November 

each year that raises funds and awareness for men’s health.” The submission included 

multiple screen sizes from iPhone all the way to large desktops.

iPad



Sideways Surf
End of Spring Campaign

Services
Web design, Social Media + E-mail Marketing Campaign

Target Audience
Website visitors, Sideways Surf’s current customer e-mail marketing base and potential 

new clients interested in surfing and clothing on Facebook.

Description
Sideways Surf wanted to promote an multi-faceted “End of Spring” sale. Their website 

was already designed to have a large splash image, and four content boxes underneath, 

so Tides created images to fill into Sideways’ web template. Also had to create imagery 

for e-mail subscribers and social media campaign that received great feedback from 

new and existing customers from Facebook.



MacBook Pro



Sideways Surf
Storefront Banner - 4m x 1.5m

Services
Large Format Banner Design

Target Audience
This massive banner was designed to catch the eye of any potential customers driving 

or walking by Sideways Surf’s Tweed Heads store.

Description
Wanting to show off their newly sponsored surfer Jay Phillips and his pro model 

skateboard range, Sideways Surf asked Tides Creative to design a 4 meter storefront 

banner. Jay is a professional surfer from Coolangatta and designed these skateboards to 

suit a surfer’s style. The concept for the banner was to advertise these skateboards to 

surfers as a perfect vehicle to check the surf with a trendy Instagram inspired style.





Suncoast Accounting
Small Business Branding + Website

Services
Logo, Brand Identity, Responsive Web Design

Target Audience
Located in Southwest Florida, Suncoast Accounting’s target audience is small to 

medium sized businesses looking for accounting and tax help.

Description
Suncoast Accounting is a business in Venice, Florida that needed their company 

re-branded with an updated website. The client described the company as organic 

and interactive, so Tides created a logo where the circular shapes interact with each 

other. Once the brand was established, we photographed the owner, used her already 

purchased stock images, and created a responsive website that adapts to any device.



MacBook Pro





DFS
Small Business Branding + Website

Services
Logo, Brand Identity, Responsive Web Design

Target Audience
Dynamic Fitness Solutions is a mobile training business that focuses on young men and 

women looking for fitness advice and training sessions on the Gold Coast.

Description
The owner of the business had created sketches of the logo he had envisioned, and 

approached Tides to help develop the brand. Based off of the clients sketches, we 

worked with the client to help choose the appropriate fonts and colour scheme. 

Because most of his clients find out about his programs via word of mouth, he asked 

Tides to create a website that looked great on all devices from phones to desktops.

MacBook Pro





Komune Resort
Staff Photographer

Services
Photography, Social Media

Target Audience
Located in Coolangatta, QLD, the business slogan is “A Surfers Lifestyle.” The Komune 

caters to functions, events, travelers, and the local surf community.

Description
Every weekend the Komune Resort & Beach Club host events, fashion parades, parties, 

live music, and art exhibitions. As staff photographer, I work with the Komune’s 

promotion team to capture the best moments, and submit photos to their Facebook 

page, local magazines, and newspapers. Also includes social media campaigns on 

Facebook and Instagram to interact with the fan base in an online social media setting.





MacBook Pro

Mac&Bain
Small Business Branding + Website

Services
Logo, Branding, Website

Target Audience
Mac&Bain’s target audience includes high end fashion enthusiasts, models, and the 

shop’s local community in Currumbin, QLD.

Description
Mac&Bain is a fashion studio located in Currumbin, QLD. The studio is known for their 

handmade swimsuit, casual, and formal wear for women. Tides worked with Mac&Bain 

on re-designing an existing logo, while also creating illustrations and imagery to match 

the new brand identity. Once the foundation was set, we designed and hand coded a 

website to match the new branding while showcasing their clothing portfolio.



MacBook Pro



Deck Magazine
Magazine Concept

Services
Logo, Branding, Design, Print, Binding

Target Audience
The concept for the magazine was to create a publication aimed at people interested in 

the culture behind skateboarding.

Description
Deck was a concept for a skate magazine created by Tides. A project during my studies 

the University of North Florida, the word Deck refers to a skateboard deck, and was 

based around culture and travel in the skateboarding world. Each issue was based from 

a different location around the world, highlighting the culture of each location and the 

area’s skate history. All photography, design, print, and binding was done by Tides.





Beyond the Planet Earth
Experimental Book

Services
Design, Print, Binding

Target Audience
This experimental book was aimed at anyone interested in learning more about what 

lies beyond the planet earth in our universe.

Description
Beyond the Planet Earth was a conceptual project during my studies at the University 

of North Florida. The main focus was experimenting with typography, printing, and 

binding methods. The concept of the book is the first page is about the planet earth, 

and each page you turn takes you further out into the universe. The typography, 

design, printing, and assembly were all done by Tides.




